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Female insanity is central to the plots of both Lady Audley's Secret and jane Eyre.
While the characterizations of 'insane' women in these texts contrast greatly, their
violent acts against men result in their being labeled by society as insane, though their
deviant acts are largely motivated by self-defense when the institution of marriage fails
them. In both novels, acts of female 'madness' are the reactions of women to threats to
their domestic role and livelihood. Both works illustrate the tensions which resulted
from the Victorian beliefs that insanity was a natural facet of the female mind but that
it was also incompatible with their domestic role. In addition, the 'insanity' of Lucy
Audley and Bertha Rochester can be interpreted as a means of defense and self protection made necessary by the failure of their husbands to provide them with the stability
and security which Victorian marriage was supposed to offer in return for the wife's
submission to the husband. These novels suggest an anxiety about Victorian marriage, in that the only way women can assert their rights and protect their rightful and
'natural' position in marriage is by committing violent acts of'madness.'
Victorian psychology viewed women and certain types of insanity as inextricably
intertwined. Insanity, particularly hysteria, was considered a natural part of the female
mental makeup. Hysteria was described by a Victorian psychologist as "that changeful
disorder which vexes the female constitution, and baffies the medical practitioner,"
and articles that discussed mentally disturbed persons often referred to patients as
"she," even in hypothetical situations which would usually merit the generalized masculine pronoun "he" (Dubois 11 0). According to one psychologist, a diagnosed female hysteric didn't actually suffer from a disease, but was merely a bit more "female"
than most women; her hysteria was "a variety of womanliness" (Richer 91). Women
were believed to suffer "a predisposition to derangement" due to their unruly bodies
and tyrannical hormones (Showalter 322-323). Matus observes that between the dangers of menarche, menstruation, pregnancy, and menopause, there was very little time
in a woman's life where she was not believed to be at severe risk of mental disturbance
due to her hormonal condition (Matus 343) . In particular, pregnancy and childbirth
were supposed to present imposing threats to a woman's mind, which is reflected in
both Lady Audley's Secret and jane Eyre. The intimate relationship between maternity
and madness is demonstrated in Bradd on's novel when the reader learns that the birth
of a child heralds the onset of bouts of insanity for both Lucy and her mother. Insan-
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ity is also maternalized in fane Eyre, as it is the distinguishing characteristic of Bertha's
mother. Irony and tension are created by the inference that the natural and feminine
function of women puts them at risk for a malady that renders them inappropriate
wives and mothers, yet this malady was, in fact, also considered a normal function of
womanhood. The question arises-if all women are potentially madwomen, are all
woman potentially unfit or unsuited to wifehood?
One very prevalent Victorian assumption about insanity was that it was hereditary (Tuke 135). Again, women were more likely to be described as the victims of
hereditary insanity, and genetic predisposition to insanity was believed to be particularly potent through the female line. The assumed connection between women and
insanity is demonstrated in contemporary articles which discuss hereditary disposition, where hypothetical cases are often discussed in terms of mothers and daughters
(Tuke135). The belief that insanity is passed from mother to daughter is apparent in
both Lady Audley's Secret and jane Eyre. The mothers of both Lucy Audley and Bertha
Mason were committed lunatics, facts that are crucial to their daughters' eventual
diagnoses as madwomen. Bertha is described as "the true daughter of an infamous
mother," while Lucy laments that "the only inheritance I had to expect from my
mother was-insanity" (Bronte 308-9, Braddon 350). Because of their genetic heritage, both Lucy and Bertha are likely to be labeled insane if they exhibit any unusual
or deviant behavior, regardless of the incentives or motives that drive their actions.
Victorian social codes which demanded that women be both passive and submissive to men led to the labeling of assertive female behavior independent of the wishes
of men as a form of madness. One Victorian journalist railed against what she termed
as the "mad rebellion [of women) against the natural duties of their sex, and those
characteristics known in the mass as womanliness" (Linton 142) . Especially offensive
and worrisome was the "class" of women which "advocate[d) indifference to the wishes
and approbation of men," whose "madness" was proved through their insubordination and attempts to better their conditions regardless of the domination of men
(Linton 142). Central to such a charge was the invention of the term "moral insanity,"
which defined behaviors and beliefs that were considered by society to be immoral as
insane, even if they were perfectly logical (McCandless 341). Considering the strict
and repressive moral codes imposed upon Victorian women, it is perhaps not surprising that women were likely to be committed upon these grounds. According to
Showalter, "in presenting textbook cases of female insanity, doctors usually described
women who were disobedient, rebellious, or in open protest against the female role"
(Showalter 324). In addition, female sexual d.esire, aggression and anger were considered to be deviant symptoms of insanity.
With those criteria in mind, both Lucy and Bertha conform to Victorian standards of female insanity. Both women act in ways that dramatically violate the social
norms prescribed for women in Victorian society. Lucy violates the sanctity of wifehood through her bigamous marriage, then further compounds her misdeeds by trying to murder the three men who threaten to shatter her newfound security. Though
Lucy's acts are, as Dr. Mosgrave states, logical, though desperate acts, and not evidence of a disordered mind, her cool cunning and lack of feminine compassion or

remorse function as evidence of "latent insanity" (Braddon 379) The same doctor
admits that Lucy might only succumb to true insanity once or twice in her life, and
only under the worst of conditions; however, he also believes that this makes her
enough of a threat that she should be locked away forever to protect society (Braddon
379).
Like Lucy, Bertha shows no respect for 'womanliness' when she attacks Rochester
and her brother; in fact, she is described as a drunkard and "demon," possessed of a
"virile force" (Bronte 296). Rochester's description of Bertha's "madness" consists for
the most part of accounts of her fits of"temper," his personal dislike of her personality
and habits, and the fact that she was "at once intemperate and unchaste," which lead,
predictably enough, to a medical diagnosis of insanity (Bronte 308-309) . Through
behavior which supports their own desires and passions instead of a repressive social
code, Lucy and Bertha act in ways which cause them to be labeled by a patriarchal
society as insane, and therefore unsuitable as wives. This judgment results in their
confinement, virtual invisibility, and eventual deaths.
Ironically, the most striking instances of both Lucy and Bertha's insanity occur in
defense of their traditional roles as wives, despite their seeming rebellion against these
roles. Lucy's violent attempts to murder George, Luke, and Robert are motivated by
her desire to keep her past a secret so that she can remain Sir Michael's wife and enjoy
the power and security that the position offers. Though it is true that Lucy seems to
attack nearly every man she comes in contact with, she never attacks Sir Michael
because her marriage to him provides her with security and happiness. By attacking
her first husband, her blackmailer, and the man who seems almost inhumanly committed to exposing her past, Lucy defends her status as the wife of a powerful man in
order to protect herself from the vicissitudes of poverty and hardship with which she
is painfully familiar.
It is significant that Lucy's 'insane' acts are originally motivated by her abandonment by her first husband, George. This desertion tears each of the benefits of marriage from Lucy's life yet leaves her with all the hardships and responsibilities of a wife,
plus the added responsibilities of father and provider. When the institution of marriage fails her through the negligence of her husband, Lucy is forced to seek work,
which eventually leads to Sir Michael's proposal. Considering her first experience with
marriage, it is perhaps not surprising that Lucy feels justified in violating her wedding
vows by taking another husband; in fact, as the Dawsons observe, "it would be something more than madness in a penniless girl to reject such an offer" (Braddon 9).
Lucy's second marriage, though illegal, is in fact merely a practical way to provide
what her first husband fails to: financial security for herself and her family. All of her
subsequent deceptions and ploys are further attempts to preserve that security.
Though Bertha's brute violence and animalistic appearance distract the reader
from any pattern in her seemingly random rampages, a pattern of behavior emerges
which suggests that she, like Lucy Audley, commits her 'insane' attacks in order to
protect the marriage which provides her with everything a marriage is supposed to:
loyalty, dependability, and security. While Bertha apparently possessed a temper and
abrasive personality before her confinement, as well as immoral tendencies, she never
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becomes truly violent until her confinement by her husband. The diagnosis of insanity was apparently made on account of her unwomanly vices of drunkenness and
licentiousness, which represented the "germs of insanity" (Bronte 309) . Each of Bertha's
violent acts coincide with a threat to her marital rights through attempted infidelity
or abandonment by Rochester. Bertha's first violent deed is her attempt to burn Rochester in his bed. Interestingly, Bertha chooses to attack Rochester in this manner soon
after he has told Jane of his past sexual indiscretions (and not incidentally, his infidelities) with several women, including Adele's mother. By setting her unfaithful husband's
bed on fire, Bertha commits an act which suggests that, despite her apparent insanity,
she is fully aware of the wrong he does her through his infidelity, and is capable of
devising a fitting punishment for his transgressions (Gilbert and Gubar 353). While it
may be doubtful that Bertha has actually heard Rochester's confession to Jane, by
placing the confession directly preceding the attack, Bronte links the two occurrences
by proximity, and the importance of this connection is proved significant by the pattern which emerges as the book continues, in which each attempted infringement by
Rochester upon Bertha's marital rights is followed by her swift and violent retaliation.
Bertha's next act of insanity is the mauling and gnawing of her brother, Richard
Mason, which occurs during a house party attended by the presumed soon-to-be Mrs.
Rochester, Blanche Ingram. Rochester's apparent courtship of Miss Ingram and charade marriage to her are the prelude to Bertha's attack upon her brother later that
evening. With this in mind, Bertha's act can be interpreted as both a protest against
the presumed usurper to her role as well as a punishment to a brother who allows her
co be confined in such an inhuman way. Bertha strikes again when her position as wife
is threatened even more overtly by the incipient marriage ofJane and Rochester. While
a violent madwoman might be expected to attack her rival, Bertha does not; she merely
rips up the bridal veil that symbolizes her husband's ultimate dereliction of marital
responsibility and then leaves. Like Lucy, Bertha does not vent her violence upon
those who have not wronged or threatened her, but upon those who have knowingly
wronged her, yet blithely continue to ignore their responsibilities as men in a patriarchal society while enjoying the privileges of that position. Therefore, instead of maulingJane, Bertha destroys the veil, symbolizing the defiled and incomplete mockery of
marriage which has left her a caged animal and which threatens tO make Jane a glorified mistress.
Bertha's final desperate act, the fiery destruction ofThornfield, is enacted while
Rochester feverishly searches for Jane, so that he may look after her welfare and provide for her comfort, even from a distance. The irony that Rochester is willing tO do so
much more fo; a former employee and intended mistress than for his own wife is
obviously not lost on Bertha, who exacts a final revenge by destroying the house which
has not been a home, but a prison to her. As Jane earlier points out to Rochester, his
worst crime is his hatred for the woman he married due to her 'insanity.' His lack of
compassion for his afflicted wife indicates that 'for better or for worse' was an empty
clause in his wedding vows. Rochester's failed attempts tO control Bertha's personality
and behavior early in their marriage, and his caging of her in her own house when this
fails both function as extreme forms of confinement from which 'madness' seems the

only means of escape. Her marriage ultimately becomes a prison to her that only
death will deliver her from: his or hers. Rather than be rescued by Rochester, presumably only co be confined again, Bertha chooses to end her life and her imprisonment
through suicide. Again, another unsettling question surfaces-if all women are naturally and inherently insane tO some degree, and insanity is actually a reaction to and
defense against the failed marriage due to the reneging of men on their marital duties,
where does that leave the institution of marriage?
Confinement is a recurring image which female characters throughout both novels use to describe marriage. Bronte specifically links the themes of marriage and imprisonment through the charades skit performed by Miss Ingram and Rochester.
Bridewell, a notorious prison, is identified with the bride in a marriage, specifically,
the bride of Rochester (aptly so, considering Bertha's location at that exact moment).
Both Jane Eyre and Lucy Audley associate marriage with slavery and bondage, particularly when their rights and wishes are ignored by their spouse or prospective spouse.
When describing her unhappy marriage tO George, Lucy bitterly remarks that she
"his wife, and the mother of his son, was a slave" (Braddon 353). Interestingly, it was
at this point in her life that "the hereditary taint" of madness first affects her, suggesting that her 'madness' is in fact her resentment of her husband and her defense against
his injustice tO her (Braddon 353). When Jane is engaged to Rochester, she also likens
her position to that of a slave to Rochester's sultan (Bronte 271). Rochester himself
warns Jane (albeit playfully) that upon marriage he "will attach [her) tO a chain,"
suggesting both slavery and prison imagery in conjunction with marriage (Bronte
272). The implication is clear-to the woman at least, marriage is a means of confinement that lasts as long as both parties survive. If the woman resists this confinement,
as both Bertha and Lucy do, they will face an even stricter form of captivity (Rigney
18). Their subsequent acts of'madness' represent determined effortS to reject both of
the types of imprisonments enforced upon them by their husbands-the original
feminine submission and passive behavior of the 'proper' woman, as well as the slavery
which results from being tied to an improper and irresponsible husband incapable of
providing his wife with the support and security he is supposed to.
Having exposed the shortcomings of marriage and the horrendous position of the
woman tied to an inadequate husband, both authors retreat from the unsettling questions about marriage raised by Lucy and Bertha's experiences, and hide behind the
sensationalistic gimmicks of madness and the 'inappropriate' woman as lunatic wife.
In each case, the secret of the woman's madness is dramatically revealed in such a way
as to shock not only the other characters, but the reader as well. Right on the heels of
this revelation comes another: the madwoman is not only mad, and therefore an inappropriate spouse, but she is also an interloper, an impostor who gained her position of
wife through subterfuge. Lucy is revealed to be a working-class opportunist, while
Bertha is unmasked as an exotic, immoral, racially impure Creole woman. In addition, both women were aware of their propensity for insanity (due to their mothers'
insanity) before their marriages, making their deceptions doubly treacherous to the
men who marry them. These revelations serve to cancel out much of the reader's
sympathy for the 'madwomen', and most, if not all sympathy on the parts of the other
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characters.
Jill Matus argues that the sensationalistic focus upon madness draws attention
away from the economic politics of gender and marriage, bur I would argue that it
goes much further (Matus 344-346). The concentration upon madness and otherness
which define both Lucy and Bertha serves to both exonerate and obscure the failure of
men as husbands to provide for, protect and support their wives, as well as the failure
of marriage itself as an institution to deliver to women what society promises them as
their due for their submission to men. By labeling the retaliatory and self-protective
actions of Lucy and Bertha as merely symptoms of an insanity which is both an inherited disease and a sign of the low morality one would expect in both a working-class
schemer and a half-breed drunken whore, Braddon and Bronte are able to obscure the
fact that marriage failed both of these women before they 'became' mad. The dark
irony that the very acts which most strongly define the unsuitability of Lucy and
Bertha as wives are actually perpetrated in order to protect their status as wives is
completely obscured to make possible a formulaic 'happy' ending which "leaves the
good people all happy and at peace" (Braddon 447).
Both novels close with brief sketches of contented and rustic existences lived our
in isolation from the rest of society. New marriages are made, children are born, the
sun shines, the birds sing, and souls heal. The unmentioned, and indeed unmentionable condition for such a happy ending is the death of the impostor lunatic, the outsider who brought insanity, violence and grief into the lives of the "good people."
Both authors try to minimize the tensions created by the deaths of their anti-heroines
by relating their deaths through distanced, second-hand reports, and then set the
scene for joyous celebration. However, the fact that these unhappy and wronged women
must be cruelly confined and finally die in order for the "good" people to be satisfied
with life undermines any attempt at an unconditionally happy ending, as do the abandonment of Audley Court and the utter destruction ofThornfield. Despite new marriages, the tensions surrounding the earlier marriages are still lefr unresolved. Marriage fails both Bertha and Lucy for reasons that have little to do with their own
inadequacies and more to do with the failures of both their husbands and of marriage
as an institution. Despite diversionary tactics by both authors which put the blame on
the 'outsider' who is then expelled from society itself, the fact remains rhar marriage
represents confinement and imprisonment so rigid that the only means of escape are
madness and finally, death.
Both Lady Audley's Secret and jane Eyre expose tensions about Victorian marriage
which remain unresolved even at the close of each novel. Marriage functions throughour both novels as a means of confining women, while men fail to fulfill even the most
rudimentary of their marital obligations. In response, both women resort to actions
labeled as insane by society bur which can be interpreted as defensive actions on the
part of wronged wives to assert and protect their marital rights and positions against
those who would deny them those privileges.
While this aspect ofself-defense on the part of Bertha and Lucy is obscured through
the sensationalistic manner of revelations pertaining to both their identities and their
'insanity,' the tensions which are created involving marriage and irs failure hover dis-

rurbingly at the close of the novel, due to the unsettling deaths ofborh women, as well
as the fact that the failures of marriage and of husbands in both novels are never
satisfactorily exonerated. If each woman is a potential madwoman, maybe this is because each woman is potentially a victim of a social institution which can rob her of
all personal rights and freedoms while giving her nothing but violence, insanity, and
death in return, and srillleave her failed husband one of the "good people" at the end
of the novel.
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